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Cocket No.: 50-26

Mr. Don Warembourg
Nuclear Production Manager
Puolic Serytce Ccmoany

of Colorado
16805 Weld County Road 19 1/2
Platteville, Colorado 80651

Dear Mr. Warembourg:

An event at the Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) staticn on September 16, 1978
brought into question the confonnance of the station electric distribution
system to GDC-17, in two separate regards. Each of two units at -he ANO
station has a dedicated startup transformer powered through a single shared
autotransformer (coninon source of offsite ;ower) from the station switch-
yard. Operation of an autotransfonner overcurrent relay caused the loss
of the two dedicated startup transformers. The station electrical distri-
bution system thus automatically transferred the full auxiliary loads of
both units to the backup startup transfonner exceeding its rated cuacity
and degrading the voltage level at the safety buses. Secondly, during
our review of the electrical system at the ANO station, the licensee's
analysis indicated that the "imediate access offsite pcwer circuit"
(dedicated startup transfonner) lacked '' sufficient capacity and cacability

d

to accomodate the simultaneous starting demands of the emergency Ioacs
concurrent witn the full house loads, in the event of a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA). The condition would result in all safety loads emaining
on the dedicated startup transfonner with unacceptably degraded voltage.
A voltage degradation during the electrical starting conditicn becomes
a safety concern either if the degradation causes the starting condition
to be prolonged so as to become a sustained under-voltage or if the voltage
degradatica causes frecuent sourious shedding of the ESF loads frem the
preferred power source, the offsite electric grid. This event was descri-
bed in NRC's IE Infomation Notice No. 79-Ca. Additional background infor-
mation is crovided in Enclosure 1.
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The IE Information Notice No. 79-04 stated that NRC would follow with specific
actions to be taken by licensees. *his lettar identifies those actions.

Based on the ANO event, the NRC has expanded its generic review of the adequacy
of the electric power systems for all operating nuclear power facilities.
Specifically, we must now confirm the acceptamility of the voltage conditions
on the station electric distribution systems with regard to both (1) potential
overloading due to transfers of either safety or non-safety loads, and (2)
potential starting transient problems in addition to the concerns expressed
in our June 2,1977 correspondence with regarc to degraded voltage conditions
due to conditions originating on the grid.

Based on the experience at ANO, the NRC is requiring all licensees to review
the electric power systems at each of their nuclear power plants to determine
analytically if, assuming all onsite sources of AC power are not available, the
offsite power system and the onsite distribution system is of sufficient cap-
acity and capability to automatically start as well as operate all required
safety loads within their required voltage ratings in the event of (1) an antici-
pated transient (such as unit trip) or (2) an accident (such as a LOCA) regard-
less of other actions the electric power system is designed to automatically
initiate and without the need for manual shedding of any electric loads. pro-
taction of safety loads from undervoltage conditions must be designed to pro-
vide the required protection without causing voltages in excess of maximum
voltage ratings of safety loads and without causing spurious separations of
safety buses from offsite power. NRC should be informed of any required
sequential loading of any portion of the offsi e power system or the ensite
distribution system whien is needed to assure tnat power provided to all safety
loads is within required voltage limits for these safety loads. 'iuidance on
evaluating the performance of electric power systems with regard to voltage
drops is provided in Enclosure 2.

The adequacy of the onsite distribution of pcwer frem the offsite circuits
snall be veri .' led by test to assure that analysis results are valid. ?l a.ase
provide: (1) a description of the metnod for performing this verification,
and (2) tne test results. If previous tests verify the results of the analysis,
then test results should be submitted and additional tests need not be ;erfor-ned.

In addition, you are requestad to review the electric power systems of your
nuclear statien to determine if there are any events or conditions which
could result in the simultaneous or consequential loss of both required
circuits to the offsite network to determine if any potential exists for
violation of 30C-17 in tnis regard. These reviews should be comoleted, and
a copy of the analyses provided to NRC within 60 days of the date of this
letter.
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In the event tnat any violations or potential violations of GDC-17 or
voltage requirements of safety loads are discovered renedfal action should
be taken immediately. You should provide the Consef ssion with prompt
notification with written followup pursuant to the reporting requirements
of your Technical Specifications.

Sincerely,

(J N C M
Robert L. Tedesco, Assistant Director

for Licensing
Division of Licensing

Enclosures:
1. Background information on

ANO event
2. Guidelines for voltage drop

calculations
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DCLOSURE 1_
'

,
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RACXGROUND INFORMATION O'N ANO IVENT'
_

The event that occurred at the Arkansas Muclear One station on September 16,
1978, brought into question the conformance of the station electric
oistribution system design to GDC-17 with regard to the capacity and |

the capability of the onsite systems.

Each of two units at the ANO station has a dedicated startup transformer j

connected to a single shared autotransfomer (common source of offsite (
powee) from the station switchyard. The incident was initiated by ;

I| Unit 1 reactor trip concurrent erith trip of -the unit's4wrtair.: p ater.
The Unit 1 auxiliary loads were automatically transferred to Starttrp |

|

Transformer 1. The power being supplied to Startup Transforser "J (Uni * *

2 dedicated startup 'transfomer), which was feeding Unit 2, and being
su: plied to Startup Transformer 1 resulted in operation of an autotransfomer i

overcurrent relay and consequent tripping of the incoming circ'Jit breaker
of the autotransformer. The autotransformer has the capacity to provide
power for both units, but due to an error, the overetirrent relay was still :

set for the operation . of Unit 1 only. Loss of input power to the two
Startup transformers automatically transferred the auxiliary loads for |
both units to the backup Startup Transformer, ST 2. However, this trar.s- -

former is designed as an alternate supply for one unit and is not designed |,

'

to carry full auxiliary loads for both units. This overload caused a
voltage degradation at the safety buses. The event to this point I

.

e de enstrated that the design of the offsite slower system to the AMO
-

i
station Units 1 and 2 did not fully meet GDC-17. In the cirevostances j
experienced at ANC the failure of one of the two offsite electric power i

'ci-cuits resulted in failure of the other elect-ic power circuit. CC-17
requirts, in part, that (1) electric power from the transmission network
to the onsite distribution system shall be supplied by two physically
independent circui*.s (not necessarily on separate rights of way) designed
and located so as to minimize to the extent practical the likelihood of
their simultaneous failure under operating and environmental conditions
and (2) provision shall be included to minimize the probability of losing
electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a result of, or
coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear unit, or
the loss ef pewer frcen the transe.ission nedeck. The 2".0 tid not ?uily

~

seet these requirements. -

| Initially, the sequence of events on ileptsobe 16,1379 did not indicate )
any pr:biem with the electrical distribution systea of Unit 1. P: wever. .

.

subsequent analysis by the licensee indicated that in the event cf a !

, LC at Unit i during which time Startup Transfomer No. I would be g
recutred to provide power to both the non-safety auxiliary electrical -f

.
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loads and start the safety loads a voltage degradat'en would result.
The safety loads might not transfer to the Unit 1 diesel-generators but
could remain on the startup transformer with unacceptably degraded voltage.
Although there is margin in the thermal capability of equipment such
a situation could result in thermal damage in the safety equipment and/or
blown fuses in control circuits for these safety loads. Either event
could result in disabling these loads during a LOCA. ECC-17 requires,
in paat, that electric power supplies for nuclear power plants provide
sufficient capacity and capability to assure that certain limits are
not exceeded in the event of anticipated operational occurrences and
that the core is cooled and containment integrity and other vital
functions are maintained in the event of postulated failures. The
ANC design was not capable of providing the electric power of " sufficient|

capacity and capability."
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ENCLDSURE 2*
. .

,

GUIDELINES FOR VOLTAGE DROP CALCULATIONS

(
1. Separate analyses eould be performed assuming the power source

to safety buses is ta) the unit auxiliary transformer; (b)
the startup transformer; and (c) other available connections to
the offsite network one by one assuming the need for electric
power is initiated by (1) an anticipated transient (e.g., unit
trip) or (2) an accident, whichever presents the largest load
demand situation.

2. For multi-unit stations a separate analysis should be perfor"ned
for eacn unit assuming (1) en accident in the unit being anlayzed
and simultaneous shut $own of all .etner wits at that station;
or (2) an anticipated transient in the unit being analyzed (e.g. ,
unit trip) and sinultaneous shutdewn of all other units at that
station, whichever presents the largest load demand situation.

3. All actions the electric power system is desioned to automatically
initiate should be assumed to occur as desigred (e.g., automatic
bulk or sequential loading or autcnatic transfers of bulk loads
from one transformer to another). Included should be consideration
of starting of large non-safety loads (e.g., condensate pumps).

4. Manual load shedding should not be assumed.

5. For each event ar.alyzed, the maximum load necessitated by the -

h event and the modie of operation of the plant at the time of the ..

event should be assumed in addition to all loads caused 2y 4xpected
automatic actions and manual actions permitted by ac-inistrative
procedures .

6. The voltage at the terminals of each safety load sho.ld be
calculated based on the above listad considerations and assumtions and
based on the assumption that the grid voltage is at the "mininum
expected value". The " minimum expected value" should be selected
based on the least of the following:

The minina steady-state voltage experienced at the connection--a.
--

..
- g.0 the of fsite circoit.

b. $he minimum voltage expected at the connection tt tne o#fsite ,
circuit due to contingency plans whien my nsuh h rec; cad y
voltage from this grid.

The minicum t,cadicted grid voltace fr0m gric sta:ility acabsis.c.
(e.g. , load flow studies).

In the re ort to NRC On this F.atter the licensee s c.ld state olanned
actions, including any proposed " Limiting Cenci-icns for 0:eratic' "
for Technical Soecifitations, in resconse to ex: erie :in; vc' tace
at the connection to the offsite circuit wnicn is less tnan ne
"minicum expected value." A copy of the plant ;rece:ure in thisg
regard should be provided.
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GUIDELINES FOR VOLTAGE DROP CALCULATIONS

(
1. Separate analyses <*tould be performed assuming the power source

to safety buses h ta) the unit auxiliary transformer; (b)
the startup transformer; and (c) other available connections to
the offsite network one by one assuming the need for electric
power is initiated by (1) an anticipated transient (e.g., unit
trip) or (2) an accident, whichever presents the largest load
demand situation.

| 2. For multi-unit stations a separate analysis should be pe-formed
I for each unit assuming (1) an accident in the ur.it being anlayzed
I and sirruitaneous shutcown of all 4:ner eit.s at that station;

or (2) an anticipated transient in the unit being analyzed (e.g.,
unit trip) and simultaneous shutdown of all other ur.its at that

t station, whichever presents the largest load de.and situation.

3. All actions the electric power system is desicned to automatically
initiate should be assumed to occur as designed (e.g., automatic
bulk or sequential loading or automatic transfers of bulk loads
f rom one transfomer to another). Included should be consideration
of starting of large non-safety leads (e.g. , condensite pumps).

4 Manual load shedding should not be assumed.

| S. For each event ar.alyzed, the maximum load necessitated by the -

h event and the mode of operation of the plant at the time of the ,'

event should be assumed in addition to all loads caused .by . expected
automatic actions and manual actions pemitted by ac.inistrative
procedures.

6. The voltage at the terminals of each safety lead shes1d be
calculated based on the above listad considerations and assumptions and
based on the assumption that the grid voltage is at the " minimum
expected value". The " minimum expected value" should be selected
based on the least of the following:

The minimm steady-state voltage experienced at the connection-a.
-'

.40 the offsite circ:it.
..

b. $he minimum voltage exoected at *.he connection t: tne off si te .
circuit due "to contingency plans which my tesult in red.:ca: ;
voltage fro = this grid.

"The minimm predicted grid voltage from gric sta:ility ar.aiysis.c.
(e.g. , load flow studies).

In the report to NR" on this matter the licensee s .c.1d state :lanned
actions, including any preposed " Limiting Conditiens for 0:eration"

! for Technical Specifications, in res;onse to exce-ie cin; vc' taceI

at the connection to the offsite circuit wnica. is less tnan the
"mininum expected value." A copy of the plant precedure in this| gi

regard should be provided.
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7. The voltaga analysis should include documentation for each condition
analyzed, of the voltage at the input and output of each transformer
and at each intermediate bus between the connection to the offsite
circuit and the terminals of each safety load.

8. The analysis should document the voltage setpoint and any inherent *

or adjustable (with nominal setting) time delay for relays whica
| (1) initiate or execute automatic transfer of loads from one source

to anotner; (2) initiate or execute automatic load shedding; or
(3) initiate or execute automatic load sequencing.

,

9. The calculated voltages at the teminals of each safety load should
be compared with the required voltage range for nor r.a1 operation
and starting of that load. Any identified inadequacies of calculated
voltage require irrediate remedial action and notification of NRC.

10. For each case evaluated the calculated voltages on each safety bus
should be compared with the voltage-time settings for the under-
voltage relays on these safety buses. Any identified inadequacies
in undervoltage relay settings require irmediate remedial action
and notification of NRC.

g 11. To provide assurance that actions taken to assure ader/ute voltage"
levels for safety loads do not Tesult in e:.:essive voltage.
assuming the maximum expected value of voltage at the connection
to the offsite circuit, a detemination should be tr.ade of
the maximum voltage expected at the terminals of each safety load
and its starting circuit. If this voltage exceeds the maximum
voltage rating of any item of safety equipment insnediate remedial
action is recuired and NRC shall be notified.

12. Voltage-time settings for undervoltage relays shall be selected
so as to avoid spurious separation of safety buses from offsite
power during ;] ant startuo, acf-nal operation and shutdom. Aae ta -

'
starn:o mod /or opera:icn of ele::ric loacs. -

-
. .. -

13. Analysis documerrtcation should incivoe e statee cf the assurstions
for each case analyzed.

'
. . . .
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